
Rhythms of Resilience: Fernando Huergo’s Big
Band Album  Relentless  Transforms Struggles
into Triumph
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NEW BEDFORD, MA, UNITED STATES,

May 9, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Renowned bassist, composer, and

arranger, Fernando Huergo unveils his

highly anticipated album, Relentless,

on May 24, 2024. This evocative

musical journey is inspired by Luke

Mogelson's insights in The New Yorker

and delves into the complexities of

societal struggles, including

oppression, discrimination, and

environmental challenges.

Huergo's masterful compositions serve

as a powerful call for hope and

compassion in the face of adversity.

Relentless features a big band of

exceptional musicians, led by Huergo

himself, including Jeff Claassen, Billy

Buss, Dan Rosenthal, Greg Hopkins, Randy Pingrey, Chris Gagne, Jason Camelio, Andy Garcia,

Yulia Musayelyan, Rick Stone, Allan Chase, Rick DiMuzio, Joel Springer, Daniel Ian Smith, Santiago

Bosch, Gen Yoshimura, and Ernesto Diaz.

The album boasts a captivating track list, including "Ornette," a stirring tribute to jazz legend

Ornette Coleman, and "La Vida Sigue," a poignant reflection on life's journey after the pandemic.

Huergo's meticulously crafted arrangements allow each musician's unique talent to shine

through, particularly Billy Buss, Yulia Musayelyan, and Allan Chase, who contribute significantly

to the album's depth and emotional resonance.

Co-produced by Fernando Huergo and Yulia Musayelyan, and expertly mixed by Alex Rodríguez,

Relentless delivers a rich and immersive fiery experience, further enhanced by the masterful

mastering of Luis Bacqué.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://fernandohuergomusic.com/
https://www.newyorker.com/contributors/luke-mogelson
https://www.newyorker.com/contributors/luke-mogelson


Pulsating with vibrant energy and relentless rhythmic intensity, this release embodies the

unwavering passion synonymous with Latin Jazz.  Far more than a mere collection of tracks, it

emerges as a forceful testament to the unyielding resilience of the human spirit. Through its

compelling melodies and spirited rhythms, it channels the enduring power of music to uplift and

inspire. Moreover, it serves as a heartfelt acknowledgment of the invaluable contributions made

by collaborators, supporters, and loved ones, whose unwavering dedication fuels its

unstoppable momentum.

Join Fernando Huergo on this powerful musical odyssey and discover the strength within

yourself. Relentless is available now on all major music platforms.
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